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World
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Welcome to the Faculty of Social Science at Western

Joan Finegan 
Associate Dean, Faculty of Social Science 

W
hen you Study Social Science at WeStern,  
you will embark on an academic journey like no other with 
unique learning opportunities to tailor your education to fit 
with your personal strengths and career ambitions. 

We are one of the largest and most diverse Social Science faculties in 
Canada, made up of 244 faculty members, 6,700 undergraduate students 
and 550 graduate students. We cover a vast range of topics all related in  
one way or another to understanding our social world. 

Our professors and students work on a great variety of projects. You will  
have the opportunity to learn more about the research that is being done, 
while developing your own university program to fulfill your own aspirations 
and career goals.

You can also take advantage of the best student experience at one of  
Canada’s most beautiful campuses. Many opportunities exist for you to  
take your educational learning beyond the classroom. Study, volunteer  
and work abroad opportunities are available to all Social Science students.

Each department has a student club that organizes events such as awards 
nights, social activities, philanthropic initiatives and lectures. Plus, our 
student council is very active with members from all constituencies of our 
faculty including department representatives, members-at-large, Sophs  
and first-year students.

At Western, the choice is yours. We look forward to being part of your journey.

Regards,

The various fields within 
Social Science include:

•	American	Studies	

•	Anthropology	

•	Criminology		

•	Commercial	Aviation		
Management

•	DAN	Management	and		
Organizational	Studies	

•	Economics

•	First	Nations	Studies	

•	Geography

•	History	

•	International	Relations

•	Linguistics

•	Political	Science

•	Psychology

•	Sociology	

•	Transitional	Justice

•	Urban	Development

•	Women’s	Studies
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discover your Passion

academic counselling and Student Support
With all of the choices we offer, it can sometimes be  
difficult to decide exactly what opportunities to pursue  
or courses to take. Our academic counsellors are available 
to support you with all academic matters. As well, each 
department has an academic advisor who can provide 
information about the department’s particular programs.

classroom connections to real-World 
experiences
Many opportunities exist for Social Science students to 
apply their classroom knowledge in real-world settings. 
You can test-drive a particular job, employment sector,  
or community organization with our internships and 
job-shadow opportunities. 

Flexible degree options 
Our diverse programs will offer you a variety of ways to 
explore the many different fields within our discipline.  
We offer programs in traditional disciplines as well as  
interdisciplinary programs. You can focus primarily on  
one area of study or you can combine two different areas 
of study—either from within Social Science (such as  
Sociology and Anthropology) or from another faculty 
across campus (such as Economics and Philosophy).  
Many of our modules can be combined with the Honors 
Business Administration degree offered by the Ivey  
Business School. In this program you can complete  
your BA and HBA in five years rather than six.

international experiences
Study, volunteer or work abroad. Western Social Science 
offers exchange programs with a number of universities 
around the world and we encourage students to study 
abroad for one or two terms. To date, our students have 
taken courses in over 20 different countries.

leadership opportunities
The Social Science Students’ Council (SSSC) is a great 
place to meet new friends and work together to enhance 
your program at Western. Members of the SSSC work on 
behalf of all students to ensure their voices are heard.  
The council funds 11 leadership awards annually valued  
at $1,450 each to recognize the accomplishments of  
our students. 

Within each Social Science department there is also a 
student association that provides students with another 
forum in which they can share ideas. These groups often 
organize trips that supplement their formal education.  
For example, the Political Science Student Association  
has organized trips within Canada and abroad. 

Volunteer opportunities
Make a difference locally, nationally and internationally. 
Western offers many experiential learning opportunities 
in London and beyond. You can participate in Alternative 
Spring Break, Community Engaged Learning, Western 
Heads East, Western Serves, Western’s Volunteer  
Program, and more.

Work experience
Eligible upper-year students have the opportunity to  
complete a 10-week, paid summer internship. In our job 
shadowing program, students can also assess the fit of 
a job by spending a day engaging with a professional  
working in the field.

Let your Western Experience be the map 
 that leads you to your destination.
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american Studies

American Studies is an innovative program that introduces 
students to the social, political, historical, and cultural 
dimensions of the United States. The program also looks  
at America’s role in the world and its relationship with  
other countries. 

Students study American history, literature and arts, as 
well as social, economic, political and philosophical issues 
in an effort to understand the meaning and significance of 
the American identity. 

This interdisciplinary program includes courses from  
English, History, Film Studies, and Political Science, all  
of which share a common interest in understanding  
our neighbour to the south. 

areas of Study
•	american Studies (Major,	Minor)

•	american cultural Studies (Honors	Specialization) 
Examines the American cultural identity through  
courses in literature, art, music, the media, and  
pop culture.

•	canadian-american relations (Honors	Specialization) 
Addresses political and economic links, security issues, 
and cross-cultural identities of the United States  
and Canada.

Sample courses
•	 American	Cinema

•	 American	Drama

•	 American	Government	and	Politics

•	 Atomic	America:		The	United	States	during	the	1950s

•	 Guns,	Violence,	and	Freedom	in	the	American	Context

•	 The	Cult	of	Celebrity	in	American	Culture

•	 Independent	Thesis	in	American	Studies

UniqUe PrOgram

This program, one of only a handful in Canada, 
examines current issues in american politics and 

culture, which shape the world we live in today and 
the international world of tomorrow.

Students in american Studies have participated in various 
research opportunities by exploring archives, monuments,  
and cities in the united States. 

Given the importance of the United States in  
the world today, especially to Canadians, a degree 

 in American Studies will prepare  
students for a host of career possibilities  

that demand an understanding of the culture  
and politics of the United States. 
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anthropology

Anthropology is the study of people and culture in all 
periods of history and in all areas of the world. Through 
sub-disciplines like archaeology, biological/physical  
anthropology, anthropological linguistics, and socio- 
cultural anthropology, one can investigate past and  
present cultures through the examination of artifacts, 
study human evolution and genetics, examine the nature 
of communication, and analyze societies and cultures. 
Examples	of	topics	studied	include:	the	environmental	
impact of globalization, refugees in the Middle East and 
Africa, diseases and public health policy in the Ecuadorian 
Andes, and forensics. 

areas of Study
•	anthropology  

(Honors	Specialization,	Specialization,	Major,	Minor)		
The study of people and culture in all periods of history 
around the world.

•	Bioarchaeological anthropology (Major)		
The interrelation between biology and culture.   
Biological diversity and evolutionary history of humans 
and their close biological relatives.

•	 environment and culture (Minor) 
The study of cultural, social, political and economic 
aspects of human relations with the environment. 

•	 linguistic anthropology (Major)  
The connection between language, culture and society. 

•	refugee and Migrant Studies (Minor)	 
The study of the movement of populations worldwide.

•	Sociocultural anthropology (Major)		
Examination of the social and cultural relationships 
of human groups. 

Sample courses
•	 Archaeology	of	North	America

•	 Andean	prehistory

•	 Discourse	analysis	and	linguistics	pragmatics

•	 Field	School:		Archaeological	Summer	Field	School

•	 Field	School:		Environmental	Anthropology	

•	 Individuation	in	Forensic	Science

•	 Prehistoric	Civilizations	of	Mesoamerica

•	 Refugees	and	the	Displaced

STaTe-OF-The-arT FaCiliTieS 

Students studying anthropology at Western 
 have access to the native language Centre,  

laboratory facilities, collections and personnel at the  
london museum of archaeology, and an extensive  

collection of fossil casts and comparative  
skeletal samples, including an egyptian mummy  

donated by the royal Ontario museum.

Students studying archaeology can travel to a field camp in 
Peru while students interested in sociocultural anthropology 
can go to a field camp in Madagascar and study the impact of 
eco-tourism on the country.
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dan Management and  
organizational Studies

This program provides a unique interdisciplinary 
approach to management study, emphasizing  
the social science and evidence-based  
foundations of management education. The 
Bachelor of Management and Organizational 
Studies (BMOS) degree combines a strong  
foundation in one of six core areas of business 
education with a broader educational perspective 
from the Social Sciences and other disciplines. 

The	DAN	Program	has	adopted	an	Evidence-
Based Management (EBM) perspective  
throughout its curriculum. This is the first and 
only explicit adaptation of EBM for management 
or business education in Canada. EBM brings 
critical focus to our program and prepares our 
graduates to make meaningful contributions to 
management decisions and practices in the  
organizations they join.

The	DAN	student	council	organizes	a	variety	 
of social events, academic initiatives and  
networking opportunities. The CAM council  
also represents students in the Commercial  
Aviation Management Stream and has organized 
a Jet-Pull Competition to raise money for charity. 

Students	can	take	part	in	the	DAN	Management	
Case Competition. Tournaments are organized 
across Canada including the cities of Victoria, 
Toronto, Edmonton, and Montreal. Students  
who participate in these ventures learn how  
to analyze companies (both internally and  
externally), develop detailed solutions, and 
hone crucial presentation skills.

leFt: dan Management and organizational Studies educates outstanding 
students with a strong foundation in business combined with a broad  
education in the social sciences.

riGht: the commercial aviation Management program is unique in canada. 
Students take courses in aviation management as well as more traditional 
business courses. those in the flight option can earn their commercial 
Pilot’s license with Multi-engine class rating and instrument rating. 

areas of Study
•	accounting (Honors	Specialization,	Honors	Double	Major,	Specialization)

•	commercial aviation Management  
(Honors	Specialization,	Honors	Double	Major,	Specialization)

•	consumer Behavior  
(Honors	Specialization,	Honors	Double	Major,	Specialization)

•	 Finance (Honors	Specialization,	Honors	Double	Major,	Specialization)

•	human resource Management   
(Honors	Specialization,	Honors	Double	Major,	Specialization)

•	Public administration  
(Honors	Specialization,	Specialization)

Courses completed during your studies count towards professional 
designations such as the Chartered Professional Accountants 
(CPA), Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) and Certified Human 
Resources Professional (CHRP).

WhaT’S in a name?

in 2012, the department was officially named  
Dan management and Organizational Studies thanks to  

a $5-million contribution from aubrey Dan, BaCS’85.  
aubrey Dan is a Canadian businessman, philanthropist  
as well as a Tony-award® winning producer (memPhiS).  

he is Founder and President of Dancap Private  
equity inc. and Dancap Productions inc.
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economics

The central idea of economics is that human behaviour 
is driven by choices regarding how to allocate scarce 
resources among competing uses. This idea is applied to 
areas such as health, crime, marriage, sports, poverty, and 
the environment.

In microeconomics we study the allocation of our scarce 
resources through models such as demand and supply. 
We study the choices of consumers and firms, and the role 
of government in the market. Microeconomics seeks to 
answer	questions	such	as:	Who	gains	and	who	loses	from	
a minimum wage? Why are some goods produced in com-
petitive markets and others are not? Is a market with a tax 
an efficient market? Why is income unequally distributed? 

In macroeconomics we also consider the national and 
world economies. We apply economic tools and models to 
the questions facing today’s exciting macroeconomy that 
include:	Why	do	some	countries	experience	rapid	growth?	
Why do some countries experience low unemployment 
and others experience high unemployment? Is a large 
government	debt	a	concern?	Do	we	want	low	interest	rates	
and low, steady inflation? Why does Canada’s exchange 
rate appreciate and depreciate against the U.S. dollar?

leFt: our students have the opportunity to learn from some of 
the best professors in canada. in fact, the QS World university 
ranking by Subject 2014 listed our economics department 
among the top 5 in canada.

riGht: Western economics alumnus Stephen Poloz, Ma’79, 
Phd’82, was named Governor of the Bank of canada in 2013.

SUmmer inTernShiP PrOgram

The summer internship program gives you  
the opportunity to obtain degree-related work 

experience. The internship includes a paid  
10-week work term. The benefits of this program 
can be seen when you return to school in the fall 

and when you enter the workforce.

areas of Study
•	 economics  

(Honors	Specialization,	Specialization,	Major,	Minor)	

•	 economics, Politics and Philosophy  
(Honors	Specialization)

•	 Financial economics (Major)

•	Global economics (Honors	Specialization)

combined degree option
•	honors Business administration and one of 

the three honors Specializations in economics

Sample courses
•	 Econometrics

•	 Economic	History

•	 Economic	Policy

•	 Industrial	Organization

•	 International	Trade	 
and Finance

•	 Labour	Economics

•	 Public	Finance	
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First nations Studies

First	Nations	Studies	is	an	interdisciplinary	program	of	
study, examining topics relevant to Indigenous peoples’ 
realities. The program engages political, legal, cultural and 
linguistic	perspectives	of	the	First	Nations	through	the	
standpoints and voices of Aboriginal people. 

Areas of study include history, language, politics, health, 
environmental studies, cultural studies, economics, arts, 
psychology, sociology, and education. 

Both	Native	and	Non-Native	students	are	welcomed	to	
share their perspectives. Students with an interest in  
community service learning can participate in language 
and ecological restoration efforts in neighbouring  
Indigenous communities.  

areas of Study
•	 First	Nations	Studies (Honors	Specialization,	Major,	Minor)

Sample courses
•	 Algonquian	Language	and	Culture

•	 Indigenous	Environments

•	 Iroquoian	Language	and	Culture

•	 First	Nations	in	Canadian	History

•	 First	Nations	Political	and	Legal	Issues

•	 Lunaape	Language,	Culture,	and	History

a hOliSTiC aPPrOaCh

Visiting elders, guest scholars and our experienced 
 faculty bring a wealth of first-hand experience working 

with indigenous communities, to the classroom.

the First nations Studies program bridges the community  
and academy through cultural, political, linguistic, and  
environmental studies.

Our small class sizes offer students more  
interaction with their professors. We offer many 

stand-alone classes but there is also  
opportunity to take a series of cross-listed  

offerings with departments such as English,  
History, Geography, Media, Information & 

 Technoculture (MIT) and Women’s Studies.
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Geography

Geography	is	the	study	of	the	way	the	world	works.	Geographers	are	
interested in some of today’s most pressing social and environment  
issues (for example, global warming). They also conduct research that 
links human activity with natural systems. 

Geographers	are	also	interested	in	the	processes	that	form	the	physical	
environment, as well as the social, cultural, political and economic  
forces	that	shape	human	landscapes.	Geographers	are	well	placed	to	 
understand the increasingly important interactions between human 
health and the environment we live in.

Our	program	in	GIS	(Geographic	Information	Science)	allows	students 
to create searches, analyze the spatial information, edit data, create 
maps, and present the results of all these operations. 

Urban	Development	offers	an	intensive	yet	balanced	education	on	 
the nature of urbanism, the processes affecting urban growth, and  
the methods and techniques used to analyze land use and urbanization.

areas of Study
•	Geography  

(Honors	Specialization	(BA	or	BSc),	Specialization,	Major,	Minor)

•	 environment and health (Major)

•	Geographic information Science  
(Honors	Specialization	(BA	or	BSc),	Major)

•	urban development (Honors	Specialization)

•	Physical Geography (Major)

•	 Geography	and	Commercial	Aviation	 
Management (Honors	Specialization,	Specialization) 

	 This	program	combines	aviation	courses	from	DAN	
Management and Organizational Studies with courses 
from	Geography.		Students	can	have	the	option	to	 
pursue their integrated commercial pilot’s license.

combined degree option
•	honors Business administration and Geography  

or urban development

hanDS-On exPerienCe

geography students  
can participate in field 

trips and research projects 
that address geographical  
topics. Students can also 

access our state-of-the-art 
map library and giS and 

Physical geography 
laboratories. 

in third year, students have an opportunity to go 
on a one-week field course. recent destinations 
have included Montreal, Kentucky, Kawarthas,  
and Walpole island.

Sample courses
•	 Cartography

•	 Climate	Change

•	 Digital	Earth

•	 Geography	of	Tourism

•	 Geopolitics

•	 Public	Health	and	 
Environment

•	 Space	Exploration

•	 Urban	Cultures	of	 
Public Places

•	Weather	and	Climate

•	World	Rivers
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history

History is the study of all past human activity—social,  
cultural, economic, political, intellectual, military, legal  
and anything else you can think of. Historians strive to  
understand the past on its own terms, to learn more  
about the assumptions, ideas, ambitions, hopes and  
fears	of	people	living	in	medieval	England	or	19th century 
Canada, Ming China or colonial America, and many other 
times and places.  

In the History department students have the opportunity 
to explore the past with faculty who are passionate about 
teaching and learning. Lectures are supplemented with 
small tutorials, during which students can explore ideas,  
ask questions and develop skills that provide a firm basis  
for success in upper-year classes. Our students continue  
to publish Canada’s oldest undergraduate history journal,  
The Mirror, providing students the opportunity to publish 
and/or gain editorial experience.

areas of Study
•	history (Honors	Specialization,	Specialization,	Major,	Minor)	

•	 international relations (Honors	Specialization)

•	 Jewish Studies (Major,	Minor)

•	Middle east Studies	(Major)

Sample courses
•	 Britain’s	Sailors,	Soldiers	and	Empire

•	 History	and	Civilization	of	Medieval	Islam

•	 Killing	Fields:	Genocide	in	Modern	History

•	 Korean	History

•	 Plague,	Pox	and	Flu:	Disease	in	Global	History

•	 Political	Protest	in	Canadian	History

•	 Saints	and	Sinners:	Christianity	in	Historical	Context

•	 The	Business	of	Wine

•	 The	Holocaust

•	 The	Soviet	Context

•	 Wars	that	Changed	the	World

DiVerSe aCaDemiC ChOiCeS

The honors Specialization in international  
relations examines the connections between 

 peoples and states in historical and  
contemporary contexts. it is a unique  
interdisciplinary program offered in  

Political Science and history.

our department is home to a number of exciting projects, 
from the Wartime canada database, which provides a 
window into how canadians at home experienced the  
World Wars; to the Western Medical artifact collection, 
which gives students hands-on access to medical tools, 
books and even clothing from the late eighteenth century 
to the twentieth centuries; to an environment canada 
archival collection which allows us to examine how 
canadians have gathered, used and thought about 
 weather-related information since 1840.
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Political Science

The influence of politics on our lives is inescapable. The  
policies and principles which governments endorse and  
follow shape our everyday lives. The study of Political  
Science provides students with a chance to examine their 
lives in this context.

Political Science explores how communities make collective 
decisions. You can study ideas, activities and problems  
associated with the governance of nations, states, and 
societies both past and present. Learn about the impact of 
globalization, the making of American foreign policy, the role 
of the courts in politics, political development in the Muslim 
world and the multilevel governance of Canadian cities. 

In	your	program	you	can	choose	to	focus	on:	Canadian	
politics, political theory, public policy, comparative politics, 
international relations, and local government.

areas of Study
•	Political Science (Honors	Specialization,	Major,	Minor)

•	combined honors Business administration 
and Political Science

Sample courses
•	 Elections	and	Voting

•	 Globalization:	Competition	 
and Cooperation

•	 Political	Parties

•	 Politics	of	the	Environment

•	 Politics	of	the	Middle	East

•	 Political	Theory

•	 United	Nations	in	the	 
New	Millennium

toP: recipients of the Social Science Students’ council 
leadership awards. this award recognizes students’  
demonstrated leadership ability and participation in  
extracurricular activities both on and off campus.

BottoM: Western’s Political Science Student association  
is one of the most active associations in the Faculty of 
Social Science. their social and academic programming 
revolves around the club’s five initiatives: (1) to foster a  
liaison between students and faculty; (2) expose students 
to post graduate possibilities; (3) advance non-curricular 
knowledge in Political Science; (4) provide opportunities  
to gain valuable leadership experience; and (5) to represent 
the needs and concerns of Political Science students.  

COmBineD DegreeS

Students interested in Political Science and law can complete 
 both an honors Specialization in Political Science degree  
and a law degree in six years instead of the seven years it 

 would take if the programs were pursued separately.
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areas of Study
•	Psychology  

(Honors	Specialization	(BA	or	BSc),	Major,	Minor)

•	developmental cognitive neuroscience  
(Honors	Specialization)

related Programs available  
in Science
•	animal Behaviour   

(Honors	Specialization	BSc)

•	neuroscience  
(Honors	Specialization	BSc)

combined degree option
•	honors Business administration  

and Psychology

Sample courses
•	 Attitude	and	Attitude	Change

•	 Behavioural	and	Cognitive 
Neuroscience

•	 Clinical	Psychology

•	 Cognitive	Science

•	 Drugs	and	Behavior

•	 Exceptional	Children

•	 Mind,	Brain	and	Education

•	 Psychology	of	Language

•	 Psychology	@	Work

TOP 100    
in the recent qS ratings,  

our Psychology programs were 
 ranked among the top 100 

 in the world.

Many of our psychologists in 
cognitive neuroscience conduct 
research in Western’s Brain and 
Mind institute. From understanding 
the developing brain in childhood 
to deciphering the neural basis of 
cognitive functions, the institute 
is widely recognized as a national 
and international leader in cognitive 
neuroscience research.

An undergraduate degree  
in psychology is an excellent  
stepping stone for graduate 

work in psychology, or  
advanced training for other 

fields, such as business,  
communicative disorders,  

criminology, education,  
industrial relations, law, 
 management science,  

medicine, physical 
 and occupational therapy,  

and social work.

Psychology

Psychology is commonly viewed as the study of individuals with psychological 
problems (clinical psychology). However, psychologists also examine behaviour 
from a variety of different perspectives ranging from how our brain controls  
our behaviour (behavioural and cognitive neuroscience) to how we interact in  
small groups (social psychology). 

We look at how we perceive, process and remember (cognitive psychology;  
sensation and perception) and how behaviour changes over our lifetime  
(developmental psychology). We examine individual differences in behaviour  
(personality psychology), and apply our knowledge of psychology to  
understanding behaviour in the workplace (industrial/organizational psychology). 

Even different kinds of animals are studied to see what insights they might  
offer	into	human	behaviour.	The	Department	of	Psychology	at	Western	offers	 
a comprehensive undergraduate program providing courses in all these  
different branches of psychology. 
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Sociology

Sociology is the study of how society influences what we 
do and how we think. Sociologists study social behaviour 
and relationships in an attempt to understand and explain 
differences, for example, between men and women, the 
young and the old, people of different nationalities or  
ethnicities. Comparing and analyzing the different ways 
that people live and work together is an important aspect 
of sociology.

areas of Study
•	Sociology (Honors	Specialization,	Specialization,	Major,	Minor)

•	Sociology of Population, health and aging (Major)

•	criminology (Honors	Specialization,	Major,	Minor)

Sample courses
•	 Development	and	Health	Inequalities

•	 Forensics	and	Criminal	Investigation

•	 Genocide	

•	 International	Migration

•	 Life	Is	Not	Always	Fair	

•	 Policing

•	 Serial	Killers	

•	 Social	Inequality

•	 Social	Problems

•	 Sociology	of	Education	

•	 Sociology	of	Law

•	 Sociology	of	Terrorism	

•	 Sociology	of	Youth

•	Wrongfully	Convicted

•	 Youth	in	Conflict	with	the	Law

toP: canada’s most comprehensive o-Week welcomes 
new students to campus with the help of more than 800 
upper-year student leaders (Sophs) dedicated to guiding 
students through their first week at Western.

WhaT iS CriminOlOgy?

Criminology is the study of nature, extent, 
causes, and consequences of crime and  

criminal behaviour in society. 
at Western, students studying Criminology  

are exposed to a sociological  
approach to crime and deviance.
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transitional Justice and  
Post conflict reconstruction

Transitional Justice examines measures that have been  
implemented by different countries in order to redress the 
legacies of massive human rights abuses. These include  
criminal prosecutions, truth commissions, reparations  
programs, and various kinds of institutional reforms.  
Transitional Justice is not a ‘special’ kind of justice, but an 
approach to achieving justice in times of transition from  
conflict and/or state repression. By trying to achieve  
accountability and redressing victims, transitional justice  
provides recognition of the rights of victims, promotes  
civic trust and strengthens the democratic rule of law.

areas of Study
transitional Justice and Post conflict reconstruction (Minor)

Women’s Studies and  
Feminist research
An interdisciplinary and dynamic field, Women’s Studies  
has undergone impressive expansion in recent decades. In  
the	Department	of	Women’s	Studies	and	Feminist	Research	
at Western, students study women, gender and sexuality in 
terms of cultural norms and their implications from a variety 
of feminist perspectives. We explore how gender intersects 
with other axes of identity such as race, ethnicity, socio- 
economic standing, (dis)ability, age, and more. Encouraging 
the development of critical-thinking skills, our discipline asks  
students to consider how knowledge gets produced and to 
what effect, with a focus on how gendered understandings 
shape and shift our world in relation to local experience,  
historical realities, and the global present.

areas of Study

•	Women’s Studies and Feminist research	
(Honors	Specialization,	Specialization,	Major,	Minor)

•	 Feminist theory	(Minor)	

•	Gender, Sexuality and culture (Minor)	

•	Sexuality Studies (Major)

combined degree options
•	honors Business administration and Women’s Studies

Sample courses

transitional Justice and Post conflict reconstruction:  
customary law can play an important role in transitional  
Justice. in the past, our students have travelled to the  
Kasubi tombs, a traditional burial ground for the Kingdom  
of Buganda, to apply their classroom knowledge in the 
real world.

Women’s Studies and Feminist research: in our courses you 
will learn how to develop a critical perspective that takes  
factors such as sex, gender, sexuality, race, class and  
(dis)ability into account.

•	 Feminist	theory	and	practice	
across	the	Disciplines

•	 Gender,	Sexuality	and	 
Disability

•	 Gender,	Justice	and	Change

•	 Making	Men:	Critical	Studies	
in Masculinity

•	 Sexuality	Studies

•	 The	Body

•	Women	and	Popular	
Culture:	Garbo	to	Gaga

•	Women	Artists	and	
their Unconventional 
Images of Women
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•	Advocacy

•	Community	and	International		
Development

•	Education

•	Financial	Services	and	Analysis

•	Focus	group	analysis—lobby	groups,		
strategic	marketing	companies,		
conflict	resolution	consultant

•	Foreign	Service	Officers

•	Forestry

•	Government	and	Non-Profit

•	Housing

•	Human	Resources

•	Management

•	Media

•	Mental	Health	Services

•	Political-risk	analysis	departments	of		
international	corporations

•	Policy	development	in	such	areas	as:		
health	care,	international	development,		
social	policy,	environmental	policy

•	Politics

•	Preservation	and	Restoration

•	Public	affairs	departments	in		
private	companies

•	Public	Interest	Work

•	Research

•	Research	assistants	for	members		
of	Parliament,	federal	&	provincial

•	Social	Services

•	Third	World	development	agencies

•	Urban	and	Regional	Planning

•	Writers	for	websites

Preparing for the Future

We are committed to developing graduates who can adapt  
to the rapidly changing global environment. A social science 
degree provides a variety of skills that are instrumental in  
responding to the demands of a world that is continually  
transforming. 

Through course work and extracurricular activities, students 
are encouraged to develop their analytical and critical thinking 
abilities. Moreover, they gain greater confidence and aptitude 
for public speaking and develop strong organizational and 
overall communication skills. Many of our modules also  
develop the ability to conduct independent research.

We are continually working to build bridges between academic 
learning and real-world experiences. To facilitate this, we  
offer job-shadowing opportunities, internships, a mentorship 
program and one-on-one appointments with academic  
counsellors.

Our	graduates	work	in	a		
multitude	of	fields	and		
industries,	including:

92% of our grads find employment  
within two years of graduation

Western’s career Services helps you:
1. Build résumés and write cover letters.

2. Develop	interview	skills.

3. Discover	career	possibilities.

4. Gain	focus	and	clarity	in	your	career	search.

5. Translate your academic interests into a career path.



american Studies

519.661.3938	 
e:	cas@uwo.ca	 
cas.ssc.uwo.ca

anthropology

519.661.3430 
e:	anthro-ugrad-office@uwo.ca 
anthropology.uwo.ca

criminology

519.661.3606 
e:	sociology@uwo.ca	 
sociology.uwo.ca/criminology

dan Management and  
organizational Studies

519.661.2051 
e:	mos@uwo.ca 
mos.uwo.ca

economics

519.661.3507 
e:	economics@uwo.ca 
economics.uwo.ca

First nations Studies

519.661.2111,	ext.	89285 
e:	frstntns@uwo.ca 
firstnationsstudies.uwo.ca

Geography

519.661.2111,	ext.	86052	 
e:	geogacad@uwo.ca 
geography.uwo.ca

history

519.661.3645 
e:	history-inquiries@uwo.ca	 
history.uwo.ca

international relations

519-661-2111,	ext.	84732		 
e:	history@uwo.ca 
history.uwo.ca/international_ 
relations

linguistics

519-661-2111,	ext.	85096 
e:	linguistics-ssc@uwo.ca	 
uwo.ca/linguistics

Political Science

519.661.2111,	ext.	85157 
e:	polisci-web@uwo.ca 
politicalscience.uwo.ca

Psychology

519.661.3678 
e:	psycouns@uwo.ca 
psychology.uwo.ca

Sociology
519.661.3606 
e:	sociology@uwo.ca	 
sociology.uwo.ca

Women’s Studies and 
Feminist research
519.661.3759	 
e:	ws-ugrad@uwo.ca 
uwo.ca/womens

explore canada’s 
Most Beautiful 
campus in Person!

during our Fall Preview Day and our March Break OPen hOuse you will have a chance to meet with 

our Social Science faculty, staff and students and learn why Western offers the best student experience. Get 

an in depth look at your future academic program, our residences, the strong network of support services  

that will help to ensure your success, and our beautiful campus.

department contact information

519.661.2053		•			ssaco@uwo.ca

ssc.uwo.ca


